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Fall 2022 - 15.618 /15.6181 
15.618 for graduate credit 

15.6181 for undergraduate credit (meets with 15.618) 

Startups and the Law 
Preliminary Syllabus and Reading List 

[as of August 5, 2022] 
Instructor: John Akula 

Meets full semester; Tuesday 7:00-830pm; E51-345 
6 units; Grading P/D/F only 

First class meets Tuesday Sep 13 
Graduate students and undergraduates from ALL MIT departments welcome 

No prerequisites required or recommended; No prior knowledge of law expected 
 

Overview 

This course is a “deep dive” into crucial law-sensitive issues faced in launching, financing, 
growing, and selling or winding down a new venture, especially a venture making use of a 
cutting-edge technology or business model. 
This course is designed for you if: 

• You are planning to launch or work in a startup,  
• You are engaged in research that might be the foundation for a startup, or  
• You are planning a career based on cutting-edge technical and analytic skills.  
The instructor was for many years a practicing attorney, and practicing attorneys will be invited 
to most classes.  The focus is on practical skills and tools and real-life issues.  Classes will 
include sample documents and simulated negotiations. 

There are no prerequisites.  Whatever background you need in law or business will be provided.  
Students from outside Sloan are welcome, and have comprised a large proportion of the class. 
You do not need to participate in Sloan bidding. 

The law has its own terminology, but the course materials are English-as-a-second-language-
friendly.   

Class-by-class topical outline  

Class Day 
Date Topic 

1 Tues 
Sep 13 

Organizing the business entity:  Timing – when to organize a formal business entity. 
How to set up a corporation or LLC. Critical early issues. Dividing ownership. Structuring 
the corporation and the governing board. Dealing with the complications of past and 
concurrent employment commitments. 
Guests:  William Perkins, Dinesh Melwani & Sarah Palmer, from Mintz Levin                      
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2 
 

Tues 
Sep 20 

Negotiating with angels for early financing:  Raising money for the new venture.  
Reaching out to angels. How angels view startup opportunities.  Critical negotiating 
points. Convertible notes. The sometimes-opaque meaning of alternative deal terms. 
Guests:  William Perkins, Dinesh Melwani & Sarah Palmer, from Mintz Levin   

3 
 

Tues 
Sep 27 

Getting IP right (I):  Patent basics.  What rights does a patent provide?  When and how 
can a patent be obtained?  How to evaluate a patent’s strategic and competitive 
significance?  Patent disputes and litigation.    Focus on copyright and trade secrets:   
Copyright basics.  Copyright as applied to software.  Proprietary software licenses and 
open-source software licenses.   “Copyleft” and the viral effect.  Fair use and 
transformative use.  Trade secret basics.  The impact of trade secrets on career moves of 
tech-savvy employees.                            
Guest:  Jim Lampert, former partner, WilmerHale      

4 
Tues 
Oct 4 

Getting IP right (II) –   Startup scenario and questions 
Guest:  Jim Lampert, former partner, WilmerHale             

No class Tues Oct 11 – MIT holiday 

5 
Tues 

Oct 18 

Getting good legal advice and other early concerns:  When and how to find a lawyer.  
Managing the relationship.  Picking the right name.  The problem of asymmetric 
negotiations.  Strategic partnering pitfalls. Understanding the legal framework of 
entrepreneurship.  

No class Tues Oct 25 – Sloan SIP week -- All Sloan classes suspended 

6 
Tues 
Nov 1 

Equity as compensation:  Forms of equity compensation designed for the startup 
context. 
Raising venture capital (I):  Later rounds of financing, with a focus on venture capital. 
What is a venture capitalist looking for?  What issues are most heavily negotiated? 
Interpreting and negotiating a VC term sheet. Investor roles in management and 
governance.   
Guest:  Heather Stone, partner, Locke Lord 

7 
Tues 
Nov 8 

Raising venture capital (II):  Continuation of the discussion in the previous class.  
Guest:  Heather Stone, partner, Locke Lord 
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Tues 
Nov 15 

When things go wrong (I):  Commercial disputes; liability; litigation:  What you need 
to know about liability and accountability.   When is a company liable; when is an 
individual manager liable; and when both?  How litigation and arbitration work.  Managing 
the risks of regulatory non-compliance.  
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Tues 
Nov 22 

When things go wrong (II): Managing financial distress and winding down a 
venture:   Planning a “soft” landing for a failing venture. Different winding-down 
strategies. The “acquihire.” Company bankruptcy – preserving value and avoiding 
personal liability. Personal bankruptcy and liability.  How to minimize personal risks 
relating to company obligations. 

10 Tues 
Nov 29 

Critical career junctures for founders and early employees: Key issues faced when 
entering the job market, changing jobs, or leaving an established company to set up a 
new venture. The real meaning of offer letters, non-competes, and non-disclosure and 
invention assignment agreements. 
Guest:  Lou Rodriques, MIT Sloan 

 
11 

Tues 
Dec 6  

Recruiting and managing the young venture’s workforce:  Key employment issues for 
startups. Pay arrangements.  Who is an employee and who is an independent contractor?  
Hiring and firing.  Responsibilities for a non-discriminatory workplace.   
Guest:  Lou Rodriques, MIT Sloan    
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12 Tues 
Dec 13 

Selling the hi-tech venture: Preparing for an acquisition. Critical target company risks 
during the sale process. Compromised confidential information and poaching of 
employees.  Preliminary negotiations and diligence. Deal structures. The definitive 
agreement.  Post-closing contingencies.  
Guest:  Erica Rice, partner, Foley Hoag 

 

Expectations of students 

There is no final exam or any other course obligation after the last meeting of the class.  
Listener status is not available for any student enrolled in a degree program, unless your degree 
program does not permit P/F courses to be counted towards the degree, or unless you have 
already completed for credit another of the Sloan law courses offered by John Akula or Lou 
Rodriques. 
.Any student requiring an academic accommodation should please contact the instructor.  
Students should conduct themselves in accordance with the “Sloan Values in Practice,” as 
posted on the course Canvas site and also at:  
https://mysloan.mit.edu/offices/deans/values/Pages/CoreValues.aspx 
 
Class attendance:  Much of the most important material in this course is presented in class, so 
students should attend ALL classes, and (except for remote EMBA registrants) attendance 
should be in person.  Please do not carry into this semester the mind-set into which we were all 
forced last year. The overriding expectation is:  “See you in class.”   

In exceptional circumstances, provision will be made for synchronous remote attendance or 
asynchronous remote attendance, in accordance with the procedures set out below. These 
options should not be used in other than exceptional circumstances.  Attendance will be a major 
factor in grading.    

Some points to note:   

• Special rules for remote EMBAs on the timing of makeups for missed classes will be posted. 
• While the expectation for in-person attendance is firm, people have complicated lives and 

major responsibilities.  If, because of special circumstances in your case, these policies are 
a hardship, please reach out to the instructor so that we can together try to come up with a 
shared understanding of the situation. 

• The following rules may be superseded by Sloan policies as announced from time to time. 

Synchronous remote attendance:  If it is not feasible to attend a class in person, you may attend 
the class remotely.  Remote attendance should be synchronous whenever possible.  Before the 
class, email the TA (with a cc to the instructor) your request for a remote link.  Your email 
should explain why you cannot attend in person.  (You do not need to include in the email any 
personal details -- just a general statement of the reason, e.g., Covid policies; health matter; 
family obligation.  Being very busy is not a good reason for missing class.)  Your camera should 
be on during the class, unless special circumstances require otherwise, in which case you 
should note that in your email requesting the remote link. 

Required follow-up to synchronous remote attendance:  You should, within 24 hours after the 
meeting of the class, email to the TA a copy of your notes from that class. Your notes can be 
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typed or handwritten. (For handwritten notes, photos of the notes will be sufficient.)  When this 
procedure is followed, and limited to rare occasions with clear justification, a student will be 
considered to have attended the class.      

Asynchronous remote attendance:  If it is not feasible to attend a class synchronously, you may 
attend the class asynchronously.  Before the scheduled class (or, in cases when prior 
communication is not feasible, shortly after the class), email the TA (with a cc to the instructor) 
your request for an asynchronous remote link.  Your email should explain why you cannot or 
could not attend synchronously.  (Here again, you do not need to include in the email any 
personal details -- just a general statement of the reason, e.g., Covid policies, time zone 
problem, health matter, or family obligation.)   

Required follow-up to asynchronous remote attendance:  You should, within 48 hours after the 
scheduled meeting of the course, send an email to the TA attesting that you have watched the 
video of the missed class and attaching a copy of your notes from that class. Your notes can be 
typed or handwritten. (For handwritten notes, photos of the notes will be sufficient.)  When this 
procedure is followed, and limited to rare occasions with clear justification, a student will be 
considered to have attended the class.  Note:  Students attending a class asynchronously are 
still bound by any eLearning deadlines (see discussion of eLearnings below) relating to material 
in that class.   

Schedule conflicts:  You may not register for this class and any other class with a meeting 
time which conflicts with this class.  (We are aware that such scheduling conflicts are 
sometimes allowed at MIT, but there is a Sloan rule against such conflicts, and that rule applies 
to all students in this course.) 

Class preparation:  Most of the assigned readings will be the basis for class discussion, and 
students are expected to do all required readings before the class for which they are assigned.  

Class participation:  All students are encouraged to participate in class discussion. In addition, 
students will be asked to be “On Deck” for certain classes.  An “On Deck” student will be 
expected to prepare for that class with extra care, and can expect to be called on. An On Deck 
student may also be asked to read materials that are only recommended for the rest of the 
class. 

eLearnings:  There will be up to eight “eLearnings” administered through Canvas.  Each 
eLearning will be a short quiz-like exercise designed to provide focus on the key takeaways 
from the required reading or a class.  Each eLearning exercise must be done individually by 
every student. The schedule and scope of each eLearning will be announced at least a week in 
advance, and students will have at least 3 days to complete each one. 

The Canvas course site:  Sloan uses Canvas for on-line course sites.  Students from outside 
of Sloan should be sure that they are registered on the Canvas site for this course. 

 
Grading 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Grading will be Pass/D/Fail only. 
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A student’s performance relating to attendance and eLearnings will be considered satisfactory 
for grading purposes if it meets the following three benchmarks: 

• You should not be absent for more than 2 classes. (A student who follows the appropriate 
procedure for remote synchronous or asynchronous attendance will not be counted as 
absent.)   

• No more than 2 eLearnings can be missed or submitted late.   
• The pattern of your eLearning scores should be significantly better than the scores which 

would be expected from pure guesswork.   
 
Contact information 
 

Instructor:   
John Akula  
E62-316 
617-452-3619 (office) 
857-928-4488 (cell) 
jakula@mit.edu 
 

Course Teaching Assistant: 
Benjamas (Air) Tusakul 
benjamas@mit.edu 
 
Faculty Administrative Support:   
Ahmed Abusharkh  
ahmedabu@mit.edu 
E62-311B 
617 253 5703 

 
Preliminary Reading List 

 
There is no textbook for this course, and no Study.Net packet.  All required readings should be 
completed before the class for which they are assigned unless otherwise indicated. Required 
readings will generally be posted on Canvas.  Recommended readings are posted on Canvas 
as indicated below.   
 
For students interested in delving deeper into the topics in this course, my suggestion for the 
best single source is Constance Bagley and Craig Dauchy, The Entrepreneur’s Guide to Law 
and Strategy (paperback; 5th ed.; 2018; print year 2017; Cengage Learning; ISBN: 978-1-285-
42849-9; price about $86).  References below to “Bagley” are to this book.   
 
Some of the readings below are court cases.  These are accessible on the internet but you 
should use the versions provided below, which have usually been heavily edited for length. 

Class Day 
Date  

1 Tues 
Sep 13 

Organizing the business entity 
Guests:  William Perkins, Dinesh Melwani & Sarah Palmer, from Mintz Levin 
 
Required:  None 
Recommended for further study of this topic:    
• From Bagley: Ch 4, “Deciding Whether to Incorporate” (pp.55-78); and Ch. 5, 

“Structuring the Ownership” (pp. 79-126)                
Also recommended as general background for the course as a whole: 
• Akula, “The U.S. Legal System in a Peanut” (recommended for students who think a 

brief general introduction to the US legal system might be helpful)  Note:  This item 
posted on Canvas 
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Tues 
Sep 20 

Negotiating with angels for early financing:   
Guests:  William Perkins, Dinesh Melwani & Sarah Palmer, from Mintz Levin 
Required: 
• From David Rose, Angel Investing (Wiley, 2014), Ch 10, “Investment Rounds and 

Their Forms,” pp. 109-120  
Recommended for further study: 
• The rest of the David Rose book cited above. 

3 
 

Tues 
Sep 27 

Getting IP right (I)                            
Guest:  Jim Lampert, former partner, WilmerHale 
Required:   
• Before the class, review carefully Jim Lampert’s slides (to be posted).  Bring a hard 

copy to class and be prepared to annotate the slides during Jim’s discussion 
Recommended:   
• The following selections from Bagley Ch 14 (Intellectual Property and Licensing): 

o Sec. 14.3 on “Patents” (pp. 523-541) (required for the next class, and may be 
easier to follow after hearing Jim’s discussion in this class) 

o Sec. 14.2 on “Copyrights” (pp. 509-523); and Sec. 14.9 on “Special Issues 
Associated with Software Licenses, Open-Source Software, and Online 
Terms of Use” (pp.564-568) 

o Sec. 14.1 on “Trade Secret Protection” (pp. 498-509) 
Note:  These selections from Bagley are posted on Canvas 

4 
Tues 
Oct 4 

Getting IP right (II) 
Guest:  Jim Lampert, former partner, WilmerHale 
Required:   
• Scenario (with questions) on “An IP and Technology Strategy for ImageCo”   
• From Bagley and Craig Dauchy,  Sec. 14.3 on “Patents” (pp. 523-541) (posted on 

Canvas under previous class) 
• Copyright Office Circular on “Works Made for Hire” 

No class Tues Oct 11 – MIT holiday 

5 
Tues 

Oct 18 

Getting good legal advice and other early concerns  
 Required:   
• From Bagley, “Tax Treatment of Unvested Stock and Section 83(b) Elections” at 

pp102-104 

No class Tues Oct 25 – Sloan SIP week -- All Sloan classes suspended 

6 
Tues 
Nov 1 

Equity as compensation 
Raising venture capital (I)   
Guest:  Heather Stone, partner, Locke Lord 
Required: 
• From Bagley, Ch 13 (“Venture Capital”), parts of Section 13.4 “Determining the 

Valuation” and Section 13.5 “Rights of Preferred Stock” (pp 449-452; 454-463; 467-
475) 

Recommended for further study: 
• The rest of Bagley Ch 13 cited above 
• Brad Feld and Jason Mendelson, Venture Deals (Wiley 2019) (The best general 

analysis of VC deals I have found – strongly recommended if you are going into a VC 
negotiation) 
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7 
Tues 
Nov 8 

Raising venture capital (II)  
Guest:  Heather Stone, partner, Locke Lord 
No additional readings 
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Tues 
Nov 15 

When things go wrong (I):  Commercial disputes; liability; litigation  
Required: 
• Akula, “Contracts – the Law of the Deal in a Peanut” 
• Akula, “The Law of Duties in a Peanut” 
• Akula, “Business Crime: What to Do when the Law Pursues You” (Sloan 

Management Review) 
• Akula, single slide on “Variants of Legal Accountability” 
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Tues 
Nov 22 

When things go wrong (II): Managing litigation risk; Managing financial distress 
and winding down a venture 
Required: 
• Akula, ‘The Legal Framework of Business Distress – Opportunities and Risks in a 

Peanut,’ Parts I-III only 
Recommended: 
• Above Peanut, Part IV (on reorganizations) 

10 
Tues 

Nov 29 

Critical career junctures for founders and early employees 
Guest:  Lou Rodriques, MIT Sloan 
Required: 
• Sample offer letter 
• Sample “Employee Noncompetition, Nondisclosure and Developments Agreement” 
• Augat v. Aegis (employees leaving for a competitor) 

Recommended for further study: 
• From Bagley:  Ch 2, "Leaving Your Employer" (pp. 16-36) 
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Tues 
Dec 6  

Recruiting and managing the young venture’s workforce 
Guest:  Lou Rodriques, MIT Sloan    
Required: 
• Bostock v. Clayton County (2020 Supreme Court case on discrimination against 

transgender employee) 
• Stanton v. Lighthouse Financial (legal obligation to pay wages) 

Recommended for further study:     
• From Bagley:  Ch 8, "Marshalling Human Resources" (pp. 193-260) 

12 Tues 
Dec 13 

Selling the hi-tech venture  
Guest:  Erica Rice, partner, Foley Hoag 
Required:  
• Scenario (to be read carefully) 
• Sample deal documents (for a quick glance) 

o M&A definitive agreement Table of Contents (note only major section 
headings) 

o M&A closing checklist (skim for sense of timing) 
o M&A Due diligence checklist (skim - note length and detail)  

Recommended for further study: 
• From Bagley:  Ch 26, “Buying and Selling a Business” (pp. 615-690)  

[end] 


